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Foreword from Mike Pearce, Chairman, City of Bristol Aquatics
Welcome to the final year of the four-year network development plan originally published in 2013.
Whilst a lot has happened in the first three years to divert our energies away from the core
priorities established at the outset, we have made considerable progress in some key areas,
particularly in the work we are doing around establishing an effective pathway for swimmers in
the Bristol area who have a disability.
Last year Bishopsworth, Bristol Central and City of Bristol Swimming clubs came together to form
a single strong nucleus at the heart of the network, and we welcomed Soundwell and Calne
Alpha to the family, extending the reach of the network into South Gloucestershire and Wiltshire.
This year we warmly welcome Bristol Penguin Olympic Swimming Club to the network and we
recognise the tremendous support that Ben and Polly Mullen have provided over the years to the
Bristol schools’ swimming galas. Bristol Penguin typically attracts swimmers from the centre of
the city and as a result has wider diversity in its membership than other clubs in the network. We
are hoping to be able to use this experience to assist us in our priority to increase the
participation in swimming from athletes in black and minority ethnic communities.
With the backing of Swim England, Bristol City Council and Parkwood Leisure, the network now
offers performance programmes in competitive swimming, synchronised swimming and water
polo all from the superb facilities of Hengrove Park. The synchronised swimming and water polo
programmes are accredited by Swim England at Performance level and the work to bring the
competitive swimming programme to this level has already started.
Successful aquatics programmes are not created overnight and are the product of hard work by
athletes, coaches, parents and a small army of volunteers. Because we understand this we are
looking to build success in the long term and we will derive that success from the legacy of the
work that we are delivering across the region through our clubs in the network. This programme
is built on the principles of inclusion and participation from across the diverse communities that
make up our city and surrounding areas; ethnic background, age, gender, disability and low
income will not be a reason for being excluded from this adventure.
The far-sighted decision of Bristol City Council to build an Olympic-specification pool at Hengrove
Park and to incorporate training time for performance aquatics programmes offers us the
opportunity to create something very special in the city. This plan shows that we are serious
about building something very special indeed, not just for the elite and talented few, but for
anyone who has ever watched a race or a synchro event or a water polo game on television or
experienced one live and thought, “I could do that”. I defy anyone to be able to have a
conversation with our head coaches, Matt Puddy, Maria Shortman, Craig Figes and Louise
Johnson and not be inspired.
Join in and be part of something special.

Mike Pearce,
Chairman, City of Bristol Aquatics
September 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The vision of the City of Bristol Aquatics Network is to establish a centre of success and
performance excellence at Hengrove Park in the aquatics disciplines of competitive and
synchronised swimming, and water polo.
Whilst the aim is to equip athletes to compete at the highest levels of national and international
competition, this can only be achieved if a sustainable programme of participation in the aquatic
disciplines can be established across the wider Bristol area at all stages of the athlete journey
from learning to swim through to international competition. The clubs that collectively form the
City of Bristol Aquatics Network ensure that the programme is appealing, engaging, motivating
and, above all, delivered irrespective of age, gender, ethnic and social background, income and
disability.
The decision of Bristol City Council to build an Olympic-specification swimming pool at Hengrove
Park and to incorporate access to pool time for a performance swimming club afforded an
opportunity on which to build something special in the city. City of Bristol Aquatics grasped that
opportunity and its successful network of six clubs offers competitive swimming, synchronised
swimming and water polo to nearly one thousand athletes across the city. A para-squad has
recently been formed and is growing in size. The network can boast the 2016 national
synchronised swimming champions as well as an increasingly successful performance squad of
fifty swimmers and one of the best water polo teams in the country over many decades.
The experience and incredible enthusiasm of the clubs’ coaches, the forward thinking and
tireless activity of an active network committee, and the support of Bristol City Council and has
seen the network become firmly established in the aquatics world. The Amateur Swimming
Association is now seeking to inject funding to aid the realignment of the aquatics disciplines in
the Bristol area and build a performance base which can ultimately challenge the established
power bases in the country and ensure that Bristol athletes feature prominently in future national
squads and teams. Something really special is being created for the city of Bristol.

Network Principle
The underlying principle of the City of Bristol Aquatics Network is that a performance athlete is
developed from a long-term investment of time, skill, effort and discipline from everyone involved.
What typically begins as an enjoyable recreational activity develops slowly over time into a
burning and all-encompassing desire to be better than the rest. The aquatics programme must
therefore create the initial spark of interest that says to a potential athlete, “I’d like to do that”, and
then carefully takes that athlete on a journey whose destination is limited only by their ambition
and desire.
Of course, not every athlete strives for Olympic success and the journey may only go as far as
club, county or regional competition, or indeed no competition at all; fewer than five percent of
athletes in the network train at a performance level. There is a place in the network for every
journey and the network must inspire as many people as possible to make the trip.
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Development Plan
In delivering the vision, the network has collectively agreed a development plan that focuses on
three key areas:
1. Increasing Participation in Aquatics
2. Achieving Greater Success
3. Consolidation and Sustainability
Encouraging Participation in all of the aquatics disciplines is a priority objective not only for the
network but also for Swim England and the City Council set as it is against the national context of
a sharp reduction in the number of people who swim regularly. Three significant groups within the
city’s population are historically under-represented within the swimming pool environment,
notably:
•
•
•

Athletes from black and minority ethnic (BME) communities
Athletes with a disability or other special needs
Athletes from low income families

Improving participation generally, and specifically in each of these key target groups is a priority
for the network. Three sections of the development plan consider in detail the likely reasons for
under-representation, an action plan to redress the balance as well as critical success factors
and performance milestones over a prescribed timeline. Early success has seen the creation of a
para squad and plans for a specialist learn to swim programme for disabled swimmers which
have reached an advanced stage.
Whilst the network can do much to facilitate greater participation in general terms, the network
will seek external funding programmes and work in partnership with others to offer support for
athletes from low income families.
The aquatics sports typically see a fall-off in participation starting from around the age of 12. The
reasons for this are many and varied and include the attraction of team sport and a dislike of
early morning training sessions! Therefore, in addition to increasing levels of participation, the
development plan proposes an action plan designed to reduce the dropout rate of athletes from
the aquatics disciplines, particularly those between the ages of 12 – 24.
Success in performance terms can be measured easily enough through metrics such as the
number of athletes competing at national level and the number of medals won and finals reached
at every stage of the competition hierarchy, or the finishing positions of teams in a league. The
City of Bristol synchronised swimming squad knows all about success, being national champions
for the second year running. The success of a performance athlete quantifies the quality of the
training programme and the expertise of the coaches both in terms of technical skill and the
ability to inspire the athlete and instil competitive discipline. The focus of competitive success
therefore resides in offering the highest standard of coaching in a balanced programme of land
and pool-based physical activity, psychological preparation, nutrition, training discipline and injury
prevention.
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Not all successful outcomes can be measured by counting medals however. Increasing the
number of participating athletes who have a disability or who come from a BME community or a
low income family provide a measure of success of the accessibility and inclusion initiatives of
the programme. Providing an overall environment which meets the recreational, social and
competitive needs of participants at every level will ensure improved retention levels of athletes
in the sport and members in the network.
The network has established a target operating model based on the Cycle of Success:

Success

Generates
Attention and
Interest

Improves
Performance

Funds
Development
Priorities

Attracts
people to
aquatics

Increases
Income

Strengthens
the Network

The Cycle of Success

In its current form City of Bristol is a new aquatics programme and the network is a new network.
Much of the early work has therefore been centred on Consolidation and Sustainability. All
clubs are accredited to Swim England SwimMark Essential standard and the network was itself
only the second in the country to be awarded the SwimMark Network accreditation. This provides
the assurance that the network clubs are commercially well-run, financially sustainable, properly
organised, have the policies and procedures in place to ensure a safe and healthy environment,
and work collaboratively to deliver the athlete pathway in Bristol, ensuring that athletes meet their
full potential and are retained in the sport.
The synchronised swimming and water polo sections hold the SwimMark Performance
accreditation, which is the highest level of accreditation recognized by Swim England and is an
indication that the pathways, physical environment, coaching practices and support services are
all in place for athletes to reach the pinnacle of their aquatic sport, and that there is historical
evidence to illustrate that athletes regularly achieve success through this performance
programme. In conjunction with the City Council, Swim England and Parkwood Leisure, the
network will, through the development programme, also seek to accredit the competitive
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swimming programme to the SwimMark Performance standard in 2018 with the aim of ensuring
that City of Bristol becomes as synonymous with success in competitive swimming as it is in
synchronised swimming and water polo.
Something very special in the world of aquatics is being created in Bristol. Please read
through our development plan and see how you can be a part of it.

Mike Pearce, Chair, City of Bristol Aquatics Board
John Sissons, Chair, City of Bristol Water Polo
Alan Powell, Chair, City of Bristol Synchronised Swimming
Colin Jackson, Chair, Backwell Swimming Club
Paul Sartain, Chair, Bath Dolphin Swimming Club
Ben Mullen, Chair, Bristol Penguin Olympic Swimming Club
Richie Lamb, Chair, Calne Alpha Swimming Club
John Warren, Chair, Keynsham Swimming Club
Rhona Phelps, Chair, Soundwell Swimming Club

Hengrove Park, September 2017
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Introduction
The City of Bristol Aquatics Network is a formal partnership of clubs that provides opportunity for
athletes of all ages to participate in three of the four aquatic disciplines at all stages of the athletic
journey from beginner to master, and from recreational interest through to training, competing
and achieving success at the highest levels of British Swimming.
City of Bristol Aquatics forms the nucleus of Swim England SwimMark-accredited network and
offers a pathway for talented swimmers from the seven affiliated network clubs of City of Bristol,
Backwell, Bath Dolphin, Bristol Penguins, Calne Alpha, Keynsham and Soundwell.
The network was originally created in January 2013 under the name of City of Bristol Swimming
Club. It achieved Swim21 Network status in December 2014, becoming the first such accredited
network in the South West of England, and only the second in the country. The number of
accredited networks has of course risen significantly since then to its current figure of over 65.
In the winter of 2015 and throughout 2016, the Aquatics Board managed the process of merging
the previously independent clubs of City of Bristol Performance Swimming, Bristol Central
Swimming, Bristol Central Water Polo, Bristol Central Synchronised Swimming and Bishopsworth
into a single entity under the banner of City of Bristol Aquatics. This was a truly enormous
undertaking which required an extraordinary degree of effort from the management committees
of the clubs involved, and in particular by the chairman, vice-chairman and secretary of City of
Bristol. The rationale behind the merger is discussed later in this document however the effort
required understandably prevented the network progressing with other priority objectives, largely
on account of the lack of capacity, both of the management committees to undertake additional
significant work, as well as of the clubs’ abilities to accommodate further change.
The incredibly successful Bristol Central synchronised swimming team competed under the
name of City of Bristol for the first time at the national championships in 2015. Whilst the club
was still a separate entity, it demonstrated a clear intent to British aquatics of the forthcoming
changes. Also highly successful was the Bristol Central water polo squad and this competed
under the name of City of Bristol Aquatics for the first time last season.
In addition to the SwimMark Network accreditation, the network offers SwimMark Performance
Programmes in both synchronised swimming and water polo, and it remains a priority for the new
Aquatics Board to achieve SwimMark Performance accreditation in competitive swimming.
Training facilities for swimmers with a disability were introduced in 2015 in the form of a
dedicated para squad training at Horfield Leisure Centre in Bristol. In combination with the
disability hub that was formed in 2013, the network could not only signpost swimmers to the most
appropriate facility for their particular needs, it was able to offer dedicated competitive swimming
training. The squad has grown in size steadily and as part of the amalgamation of clubs within
the network, the para squad moved for the 2016/17 season to train at Hengrove alongside the
other squads in City of Bristol. In conjunction with external organisations such as the Swift
Inclusive Trust, head coach for para swimming, Louise Johnson, has instigated a full
development pathway for swimmers with a disability. In October 2017 the network will host its
first multi-disciplinary open meet, with every intention of establishing this as a regular event in the
competition calendar.
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Having consolidated the network’s position, the emphasis now needs to focus on taking its
athletes to higher levels of achievement, growing and increasing the membership of the network
and increasing participation in the aquatic sports from groups and communities that are
significantly under-represented in swimming, specifically including:
•
•
•

Athletes from low income households;
Athletes from black and minority ethnic communities, and
Athletes with a disability or with special needs

New athletes coming in to the sport will not immediately find themselves in a performance
environment and the competition squads either within City of Bristol or the network clubs provide
the foundation on which the basic skills are learnt and fitness developed. For most athletes these
competition squads fulfil the extent of ambition however for those who wish to go further, the age
group and youth/senior performance squads offer the opportunity to go to the highest level.
The facilities of the Hengrove Park leisure complex combined with the strategic decision taken by
Bristol City Council to incorporate 16 hours per week of training time for performance training into
the contract of the leisure centre operator affords an opportunity to build something special in the
city. Under the experience and incredible enthusiasm of Matt Puddy, the forward thinking of an
active committee, and the involvement and funding of Swim England, the seeds of opportunity
have been nurtured and are giving every indication of turning into something really special. There
is no change in commitment from City of Bristol to commit resources to ensure that the network
clubs can clearly see and realise the benefits that the network as a whole has to offer and
therefore continue to commit support and, more importantly, swimmers to the programme. The
success of performance swimming is therefore directly linked to the success of the network.
This document represents the 2017 update of the rolling network development plan and provides
both an indicator of progress made over the previous twelve months as well as a commitment of
work to come.
Key items that have been delivered over the past twelve months include:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Consolidation of City of Bristol Aquatics, ie the amalgamation of City of Bristol,
Bishopsworth and Bristol Central Swimming Clubs to form a single entity offering
performance swimming, synchronised swimming and water polo at the highest level
Extending the network to include participation from Bristol Penguins Olympic Swimming
Club
Working with Swim England to maintain SwimMark Performance programmes in
synchronised swimming and water polo and establish a timetable for the introduction of a
similar programme in competitive swimming
Maintaining SwimMark Network accreditation from Swim England
Introduction of a development pathway for the para squad including providing competitive
opportunities with an inaugural open meet
Introduction of a successful Network Club Link scheme with Parkwood Leisure
Development of a unified coaching strategy across the clubs
Significant research into equity in swimming amongst Black and Ethnic minority
communities
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In general terms, whilst Bristol achieves national recognition in water polo and synchronised
swimming, it punches well below its weight in the world of competitive swimming. This is largely a
product of the confused and diluted strategic approach towards swimming in the area. The City is
not of a sufficient size to warrant two performance clubs, particularly with the close proximity of
other schemes such as Team Bath AS on the doorstep. Given the facilities available at
Hengrove, Bristol should be producing a higher crop of national swimmers than it currently
manages to do. For this reason, Swim England worked tirelessly with the City of Bristol network,
Bristol City Council and Parkwood Leisure throughout 2015 and 2016 to revise completely the
pool programme at Hengrove Park, ensuring that City of Bristol has access to sufficient pool time
to maintain SwimMark Performance programmes in the three disciplines. The City of Bristol
Aquatics network continues to remain open to, and would warmly welcome an approach from,
any club wishing to participate in the scheme.
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1 Network Overview
1.1 Network Composition
The City of Bristol Network is centred on City of Bristol Aquatics (COBW), based at the Hengrove
Leisure Centre complex in southern Bristol. The clubs that collectively form the City of Bristol
network include:

City of Bristol Aquatics (COBW)

Backwell Swimming Club (BACW)

Bath Dolphin Swimming Club (BADW)

Bristol Penguin Olympic Swimming Club (BPOW)

Calne Alpha Swimming Club (CAFW)

Keynsham Amateur Swimming Club (KASW)

Soundwell Swimming Club (SOUW)

In comparing the composition of the network in 2017 with that in 2015 it is important to note that
Bristol Central and Bishopsworth Swimming Clubs have now been fully amalgamated with the
previous City of Bristol Performance Swimming Club and operate under the name of City of
Bristol Aquatics.
The full history of changes in network composition since 2014 are summarised in Figure 1.0:
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Figure 1.0 – Changes in City of Bristol Network
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The network clubs are affiliated to three Swim England counties, viz. Gloucestershire, Somerset
and Wiltshire. Whilst none of the clubs in the network operates a strict catchment area, the
traditional geographic areas in which the individual clubs’ members typically reside are shown on
the map in Figure 1.1 on page 16. The overlapping areas clearly show a strong foothold for the
network in the southern environs of Bristol stretching from the Bristol Channel in the west out to
beyond Bath and towards Bradford-on-Avon in the east.

1.2 Aquatic Disciplines
The network offers three of the four indoor aquatic disciplines recognised by Swim England:
•
•
•

Competitive Swimming
Synchronised Swimming
Water Polo

1.2.1 Competitive Swimming
All of the clubs within the network offer competitive swimming at varying levels from Learn to
Swim through to national standard. The network accommodates 830 athletes that swim at a
Development, County, Regional or National standard with a further 370 participating in Learn to
Swim programmes.

1.2.2 Synchronised Swimming
Synchronised swimming is offered as a discipline through Calne Alpha at a development level,
and at City of Bristol at development and performance levels. This is the pathway that is
signposted by all other network clubs for this activity. The pathway supports nearly 100 athletes
which are accommodated in 4 competitive squads, 3 recreational squads, 3 development squads
and two FUNdamentals squads.
The synchronised swimming programme at City of Bristol is recognised at a national level with
the award of a Beacon Status program by Swim England in 2014.
The synchronised swimming pathway was integrated into the network in late 2014 and the
squads compete at national and regional level under the City of Bristol name.
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Figure 1.1 – Network Footprint
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1.2.3 Water Polo
City of Bristol Water Polo maintains three teams: Minis, Juniors and Men. 70 athletes train and
compete regularly with the club with the men’s team competing in the highest division of the
British Water Polo League, Division 1. The water polo programme is recognised at a national
level with the award of a Beacon Status program by Swim England.

Prior to amalgamation with City of Bristol, Bristol Central maintained a long and impressive
history in water polo and was amongst the best of the best in the country for many years. An
impressive list of famous names is associated with the club, including 2012 Olympic GB captain,
Craig Figes. Amalgamation with City of Bristol will see in increase in available pool time to the
water polo programme, something that will help to consolidate the section’s position at the top of
its sport and develop further its commitment to the junior and ladies’ programme.

1.2.4 Disability Swimming
City of Bristol takes a very proactive approach to supporting disability swimming in the Bristol
area and in particular learn to swim programmes. As part of the learn to swim to club
developmental pathway, the para squad coach is a Swim England tutor and offers training to
existing swim teachers to help support and encourage all learn to swim programmes. This vital
link to leisure providers and swim schools ensures a clear and visible pathway is available to
support and encourage any young person with either a learning or physical disability to access
training at City of Bristol once they are ready.
At the end of the 2015/16 season, the par squad had a membership of 12 swimmers. The aim in
2016/17 is to increase this number significantly. The squad now trains at Hengrove Park thereby
bringing all aquatics disciplines together for the first time.
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1.2.5 Diving
There are no suitable diving facilities in the pools used by the City of Bristol network and whilst it
would be an attractive proposition to offer the full range of aquatic disciplines, the network is not
resourced to support this offer in terms of coaching or experience. It is not a realistic short term
ambition to include diving within the life of this development plan. Were suitable diving facilities
magically to be made available at the Hengrove complex then the network would reconsider this
position however it is not a current priority for the network to invest time and resources in
lobbying for such facilities to be made available given the work to be done in the other
disciplines.

1.2.6 Open Water Swimming
A small number of network athletes actively compete in open water swimming, either as an
individual discipline or as part of biathle, biathlon, triathlon or pentathlon. The network supports
open water swimming only in as far as general, i.e. non-specific open water, training for the
events is concerned. There are no open water training or competition facilities within the network
however individual entry for competition is encouraged and success celebrated. Two
performance club swimmers currently represent GB in international biathle events and several
athletes qualified form or competed at, the 2017 national championships.

1.2.7 Masters Swimming
All of the clubs in the network support masters swimming. Some clubs offer dedicated masters’
training sessions whilst for others, masters swimmers swim simultaneously with other club
squads.

1.3 SwimMark Status
All seven clubs participating in the network, including City of Bristol Aquatics, are SwimMark
Essential accredited and each club is committed to maintain its accreditation throughout its
participation in the network. This is a requirement of the Memorandum of Understanding.
City of Bristol Aquatics Network was accredited at the SwimMark Network level in 2014, only the
second network in the country to achieve this standard.
The synchronised swimming and water polo programmes are accredited SwimMark Performance
level and the development plan shows that City of Bristol has an established timetable for the
implementation of a SwimMark Performance programme in competitive swimming.

1.4 Network Status
A Memorandum of Understanding exists across the network and has been signed by the
secretaries of all of the clubs. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.

1.5 Network Governance
Governance of the network is managed through a Network Development Group which comprises
the Chairs, Head Coaches and Club Representatives of each affiliated club. The group meets
quarterly; meetings are chaired by the City of Bristol Aquatics Board chairman and administered
by the CoB Secretary. Minutes of the meetings are circulated to all club secretaries for onward
distribution within the clubs.
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1.6 Network Base Membership

Development

Learn to Swim

Seniors / Masters

47

55

77

5

187

25*

35

49

70

28

207

Bristol Penguins

10

60

80

90

46

286

Calne Alpha

25

24

31

36

7

123

79

23

208

Club
Backwell
Bath Dolphin

0*

TOTAL

County Level

3*

National Level

Regional Level

The base membership of the network clubs (which also represents the cohort of swimmers
available to the City of Bristol Performance Club) is summarised in Table 1.1 below.
Additional detail is provided through the following sections of this development plan and
throughout the associated SwimMark Network documentation.

Competitive Swimming

22

26

30

28

Synchronised Swimming

12

17

28

14

71

Water Polo

36

26

16

25

103

Keynsham

12*

17*

59

85

Soundwell

9*

36*

32

34

City of Bristol

22

195

18

Total

129
1509

Table 1.1 – Membership Breakdown across the Network
* Note that athletes from the network clubs training full time with City of Bristol are counted
only once under City of Bristol
The cohort of 1509 athletes supported by the network in 2017 represents a rise of over 350
in the preceding twelve months.
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2 Network Club Summary and Development Plans
Each of the clubs in the network has produced a four-year development plan in line with
SwimMark requirements. The plans for the clubs are summarised in the following sections
with a summary provided in section 2.6.
It is worth noting at this point that the clubs’ development plans were initially written amidst
the changes being made to the structure of competitive swimming. Clubs’ development
objectives of increasing the number of swimmers achieving county, regional and national
qualifying times are therefore likely to be revised as the effects of the new rules comes into
full effect.

2.1 Backwell Swimming Club
Backwell Swimming Club is based at Backwell Leisure Centre from which it
operates as a community focussed club. The contractual agreement that
exists between North Somerset Council and Parkwood Leisure allows the
club to run a learn to swim section alongside that of the pool operator. This
section of the club is thriving with over 70 children enrolled between stages 1 and 7 and a
lengthening waiting list is developing. Membership in the older age groups having dropped
has started to recover and the club is continuing to work on growing membership and
retaining older swimmers.
The objectives for the club are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of swimmers competing at county and regional level
Increase income through running an open meet, either alone or in cooperation with
another club
Improve performance monitoring across the club
Introduce a range of other aquatic sports to club membership, particularly water
polo and synchronised swimming
Enhance the range of non-swimming social activities offered to members
Encourage teachers/coaches to undertake formal and practical CPD activity in
disability swimming

Longer term, yet important objectives include:
•

Prepare contingency plans for possible relocation to a new pool facility in Nailsea

•

Managing a workforce development programme to deliver coaches and officials to
support the training and competition programmes

Priority Objectives for Backwell Swimming Club
Implementing workforce development programme to deliver:
o 3 coaches/teachers qualified at level 1 and level 2
o Substantive pool of qualified and licensed officials, including one referee
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Improve capture of management and performance information and reporting to drive
business decisions
Refresh outdated web site to offer new content and functionality
Establish an open meet in the swimming calendar

It is imperative that the club finds a way to attract more boys to the club and retain them as
members all the way through to the open age group. The existing drop-out rate for boys
between the ages of 12 and 15 is currently too high and will hinder the club from seeing
more success in team competitions in the leagues in which the club currently competes.

Backwell Cotswold League Squad, 2017

2.2 Bath Dolphin Swimming Club
Estanblished in 1899, Bath Dolphin is the oldest of the partner network clubs
and one of the oldest swimming clubs within the South West region. It provides
opportunities for the lifelong enjoyment of swimming from learn to swim through
to masters competitive swimming.
The Learn to Swim programme is centred around the Swim England National Plan for
Teaching Swimming which provides the swimmer with the opportunity progressively to
develop a broad range of skills and abilities.
The Competition Squad represents the club in three leagues (National Arena, Cotswold
Series and Southern Junior), and at County, Regional and National levels, and other types of
competitions too. Swimmers who qualify may be supported by the club at Regional &
National Championships level.
The short-term objectives for the club are to:
•
•

Consolidate existing club co-operative/networking opportunities and seek to
develop new opportunities
Implement the new club swimmer pathway structure
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•

Improve the National Arena League position continually over the next four years to
achieve promotion from Division 1 to the Premier Division

Priority Objectives for Bath Dolphin Swimming Club
Consolidate and continue development of Club co-operative/networking opportunities
Implement new Club swimmer pathway structure and review after 6 months
Improve the National Arena League position continually over the next four years and
achieve promotion to the Premier Division

2.2.1 Bristol Penguin Olympic Swimming Club
Formed in 1969, Bristol Penguin is one of only a select few clubs that is allowed
to use the “Olympic” name. It is the latest club to join the City of Bristol family of
clubs although, like Keynsham and Calne Alpha, it is affiliated to two networks in
that it was a founder member of United Bristol Swimming Club in 2012.
Centred in the very heart of Bristol the club has a “catchment area” that provides the most
ethnically diverse membership cohort of any of the City of Bristol clubs. Part of the club’s
ethos places significant importance on the role of the club in the community, and keeping
athletes involved in club activities over the long term is an important priority for the club.
In addition to a learn to swim programme, the club boasts a thriving masters section with
training available up to five sessions per week. This section also supports open water
swimming with regular trips to suitable venues in and around Bristol.
The club strives to provide an inclusive programme which includes both a performance
pathway (in conjunction with City of Bristol and UBSC) as well as competitive and lesscompetitive club programmes. The club has a reputation for high quality teaching within a
fun, friendly and purposeful environment and works to develop the clear goals, expectations
and relationship to help support upper age group and youth swimmers.
Great emphasis is placed on creating a culture where swimmers can focus on their own
swimming journey through goal setting, tracking and feedback, for example, providing
certificates for personal best times, meeting time with coaches and drop in sessions with the
chairman and other club officials.

Priority Objectives for Bristol Penguins Olympic Swimming Club
Strengthen reputation of the club within the diverse local community
Recruit more officials who become qualified
Improve social media presence
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2.3 Calne Alpha Swimming Club
The introduction of Calne Alpha Swimming Club to the network in late 2015
extended the footprint of the network into Wiltshire.
Calne Alpha is a small community club, re-formed in 2008 following the reopening of Calne Leisure Centre and offers a programme comprising academy swimming,
masters’ fitness, performance pathway swimming and synchronised swimming. Like
Keynsham, the club is linked to the Team Bath AS performance network as well as City of
Bristol.
The club’s philosophy is to ensure that swimmers gain technique and skills relevant to their
individual stage of development and have fun in doing so. It is an equitable community club
that offers access to all levels of swimming, to all abilities.
As a competitive Club, the aim is to provide a structured training programme enabling each
swimmer to develop to their full potential in pursuit of their aspirations. As with other sports,
to achieve means dedication and attendance as often as possible to continue to develop
technique and attain skills. At a later stage in development, swimmers benefit from attending
invitation-only sessions which are aimed at swimmers with aspirations for regional and
national competitions.
The club maintains a mixed synchro squad of around 35 members aged between 6 and 18
and feeds into the performance pathway offered by the City of Bristol squad.
The development priorities for the club are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthen the partnership with Calne Leisure Centre’s learn to swim program
Contribute actively and significantly to the development of the two performance
clubs
Grow membership
Improve resilience through robust succession planning
Maintain an active list of officials, coaches and attract further help to the volunteer
programme

Priority Objectives for Calne Alpha Swimming Club
Consolidate and secure core income streams by developing and increasing the
membership
Appoint a remunerated part time head coach to oversee the running of the coaching
programme
Seek out additional income streams through sponsorship and grants
Maintain financial controls so that the swimming programme can grow in a structured
and maintainable way
Communicate with the members effectively and regularly
Use the plan to deliver the long-term vision and objectives
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2.4 City of Bristol Aquatics
City of Bristol Aquatics has been formed for the start of the 2016
season from the merger of City of Bristol Performance Swimming,
Bishopsworth and Bristol Central Swimming Clubs. Whilst
operating as a single entity and managed by a single Aquatics Board, the club should
essentially be considered in five separate components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Performance Swimming
Development and Competitive Swimming
Water Polo
Synchronised Swimming
Disability Swimming

Each of the components maintains its own primary ‘catchment area’, management structure,
financial management and development plans. The primary catchment area for development
and competitive swimming for example overlays that of the previous catchment areas for
Bishopsworth and Bristol Central and is focused on central to south Bristol. The catchment
area for performance swimming however is co-terminus with that of the network footprint
shown in Figure 1.1
Synchronised swimming and water polo maintain their own networks of clubs from which to
provide an athlete pathway. Whilst these are not formal networks in the SwimMark sense of
the term, they are however highly successful in identifying and signposting the disciplines to
athletes interested in pursuing aquatics activities outside of the traditional competitive
swimming environment.
Managing the merger of the clubs has been of particular concern to Bristol Central
Swimming Club, being the club in the network with the best known reputation in the
swimming world, achieved largely as a result of national prominence in synchronised
swimming and water polo.
At a board level the strategic priorities for 2016/17 are centred on establishing a sound
commercial platform on which the components of the club can operate. This includes:
•

Creating an appropriate legal basis for City of Bristol Aquatics. Operating as an
unincorporated members’ association is not appropriate for a business with a
turnover in excess of £300k per annum.

•

Establishing a clear employer-employee relationship for the paid roles within the
business. It is uncertain whether the current contracts for services are operated in a
manner which HMRC would wholly regard as being acceptable. In order to provide
clarity and security for both individuals and the business, as well as to minimise risk,
the board believes that moving to employer status would be in everyone’s best
interest.

•

Managing income from open meets in an appropriate commercial manner to mitigate
concerns over tax liabilities. The club’s financial model relies on the profits generated
from four open meets per year plus income from other events, displays and
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tournaments. The current uncertainty over any tax liabilities from these events can be
mitigated by making appropriate commercial decisions to manage such income.
•

•

•

Developing a financial model that, over time, minimises the dependency on the 17
hours’ pool time that is made available to the club as part of the contract between
Bristol City Council and Parkwood Leisure for the majority of the year. With the
financial pressures being applied to local authorities both now and for the
foreseeable future, there are no guarantees that this pool time will continue to be
available and a sustainable mitigation plan is required.
Succession planning for the key roles across all elements of the club. In common
with most amateur sporting clubs, too much emphasis is placed on too few key
individuals to make everything work. The removal of key single points of failure is an
important strategic priority moving forwards.
Consolidating the merger of the three clubs is essential and ensuring that the
membership does not feel threatened by the new arrangements is essential to
protect the programmes.

Within the pool, the strategic objectives for the club are to:
• Enhance the prominence of the City of Bristol Aquatics programme through success
achieved at a national level in all three disciplines
•
•
•
•
•

Improve participation in the aquatics disciplines by athletes emanating from black
and minority ethnic (BME) communities
Improve participation in the aquatics disciplines by athletes with a disability or other
special needs
Improve participation in the aquatics disciplines by athletes from low income families
Improve participation in the aquatics disciplines by athletes in the 12-24 age groups
Provide stability and continuity following the upheaval created by the merger

Priority Board Level Objectives for City of Bristol Aquatics
Establish an appropriate legal status for the club, possibly as a Company Limited by
Guarantee
Establish an appropriate tax status for the club, possibly as a Community Amateur
Sports Club (CASC)
Make appropriate arrangements for managing payments to relevant roles, probably
through establishing City of Bristol Aquatics as an employer making PAYE and NI
contributions
Manage income from open meets and other events in an appropriate commercial
manner, possibly through a vehicle such as a wholly owned trading company
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Increase participation in the three aquatics disciplines by athletes from the key target
groups (athletes with a disability, athletes from BME communities, retention of
athletes aged between 16 and 24)
Enhance the reputation of the programme through success recognised at a national
level
Continue the development of the disability pathway started in 2016
Achieve SwimMark Performance accreditation for the competitive swimming
programme by 2019
Attract sponsorship to improve the club programmes

2.4.1 Performance Swimming
Whilst the name of City of Bristol has been around for many years, the club was effectively
re-founded as a new entity in 2013 following the breakaway of a number of previous
affiliated network clubs to form the United Bristol Swimming Club, and then reformed again
for the start of the 2016 season in the current “One Club” model. Consolidation has therefore
been the primary concern in recent years although considerable progress has also been
made in the pool as a result of the strategic decisions taken by the committee under the
leadership of Mike Pearce and the coaching experience and expertise initially of Jon
Randall, and latterly under the leadership of Matt Puddy. Performance Swimming has a
stable quantum of swimmers from the network partners and has quickly established a
reputation for running high quality open meets with Level 1 and Level 3 events now fixed in
the swimming calendar.
Success in the pool is growing steadily. In 2015, five swimmers participated in national
championships, and the 33 swimmers competing in the regional championships reached 49
finals and won 13 medals, including four gold. In 2016, the number of swimmers participating
in national championships increased to 15 with similar increases seen in the number of finals
achieved and medals won in the regional championships. In 2017, nineteen swimmers
reached the summer nationals finals with Jess Podger and Lily Booker both claiming British
Nationals gold medals. Jess also represented England on the international arena at the
European Junior Championships in Israel and Lily joined colleagues Jasper Lye and Will
Cole in representing the region in the international meet in Croatia.
As the performance club is heavily dependent on the network clubs for its athletes, the
initiatives that form the nucleus of the development plan have to take place at the network
club level so that the results are seen initially by the network clubs. In this respect a
successful network development plan is the fundamental element of performance
swimming’s own development plan. Performance Swimming must therefore commit time and
resources to ensure that the network clubs can clearly understand and capitalise on the
benefits that the network has to offer.
The facilities of the Hengrove leisure complex combined with the strategic decision taken by
Bristol City Council to incorporate 16 hours per week of training time for the performance
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club into the contract of the leisure centre operator and the commitment of Swim England to
rationalise the aquatics programme in Bristol affords an opportunity to build something
special in the city.
The objectives for Performance Swimming are to:
• Lead a thriving network of clubs that realises direct or indirect benefits for all
members, not just those talented few that choose to participate in the performance
programme
•
•
•

Increase the number of athletes participating and achieving success at national
level
Co-ordinate common activities such as teacher and coach development, coaching
strategy etc. across the network
Work with other networks and Swim England to support the development of
talented swimmers across the region

The SwimMark network has historically been built on the need for network clubs to offer a
pathway in performance swimming. Since its inception in 2013, and through the merger with
Bristol Central and Bishopsworth for the start of the 2016 season, the priority for
performance swimming outside of the pool has been consolidation. This will remain true
through the 2016/17 season as all involved adjust to the new arrangements. In the pool, the
priority is to improve both the standard of swimming and the level of achievement from
athletes.
Strategically, the club will seek to deliver a SwimMark Performance programme in
performance swimming for the 2017/18 season and much of the current year will be spent in
preparation. The recent rationalisation of pool time at Hengrove Park by Swim England in
conjunction with Bristol City Council and Parkwood Leisure has been undertaken with the
primary purpose of extending the previous programme from 17 hours per week to the 20
hours required by a performance programme.
The section’s first overseas training camp will take place in October 2016 with a view to
establishing an annual cycle of alternating home and abroad camps in the future.
Priority Objectives for City of Bristol Performance Swimming
Increase participation (number of swimmers and the average number of events per
swimmer) at all National Level events year on year for the next four years
Deliver a National Champion at Youth Level within the next three years ✓
Implement a SwimMark Performance Level Programme by 2019

2.4.2 Competitive Swimming
The competitive swimming programme offers training and competitive opportunity for
athletes at varying levels from upper stages through to masters. Previously offered by Bristol
Central and Bishopsworth Swimming Clubs, this role is now offered through the City of
Bristol “One Club” model.
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The magnitude of the change created by the merge of the three swimming clubs cannot be
under-estimated and it is vital for the club to consolidate its membership in this first season.
Membership numbers are vital to maintain both the financial model as well as the supply of
swimmers to gala squads and the performance swimming programme.

Priority Objectives for City of Bristol Competitive Swimming
Consolidate the “One Club” model and maintain membership at pre-merger levels
Achieve promotion from National Arena League Division 1 to Premier Division within
the next three years
Increase participation at county and regional level year on year for the next four years
Increase participation from athletes in the key target groups

2.4.3 Synchronised Swimming
The synchronised swimming section of the club is the only such pathway in the Bristol area.
76 athletes are currently supported across the following levels of participation:
•
•
•
•

FUNdamentals
Development
Competitive
Recreational

Success at the 2016 National Championships
In recent years the team has achieved significant success at national level in all four main
routine types, i.e. solo, duet, team and combination. City of Bristol was one of the dominant
teams in the 2015/16 National Age Group Championships in Gloucester, claiming the
following medals:
•
•

13-15 Figures: Gold and Silver
Free Routine, Solo 13 – 15: Gold and Silver
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Routine, Duet 9 – 12: Bronze
Free Routine, Solo 9 – 12: Bronze
Free Routine, Duet, 13 – 15: Gold
Free Routine, Team, 9 – 12: Silver
Free Routine, Team 13 – 15: Gold
Free Routine, Team 15 – 18: Silver

Further success came from the main National Championships held in April in Nottingham,
winning the following medals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Junior Figures: Gold and Bronze
Free Combination Routine: Silver
Free Routine, Solo: Gold
Technical Routine, Team: Gold
Free Duet Routine: Gold
Free Team Routine: Silver

Kate Shortman and Izzy Thorpe competed internationally during the
season, most recently at the Comen Cup in Israel and the European
Junior Synchro Championships in Croatia. Kate, voted England
Programmes Synchro Athlete of the Year in 2015, narrowly missed
out on an Olympic spot in Rio but success in the European Senior
championships in 2017 brings Tokyo 2020 one step closer.

City of Bristol operates an ASA Beacon Programme, which is one of only four in the country
and the Bristol synchro programme is accredited to SwimMark Performance Level.
Priority Objectives for City of Bristol Synchronised Swimming
Seek access to alternative funding sources to replace that removed by UK Sport in
2014.
Increase participation in synchronised swimming in the Bristol area by 2% year on
year for the next three years.
Continuation of Swim England Regional Beacon Programme capitalising on the
additional pool time made available through the realignment of aquatics in Bristol by
Swim England and the creation of the “One Club” model.
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2.4.4 Water Polo
Competing previously as Bristol Central, the Water Polo Men’s team is one of the country’s
most successful Water Polo teams, winning the British league (formerly National League) on
5 occasions and the British Championships on 6 occasions, including most recently 2011
and 2013.

The Ladies’ Team was in the first division of the BWPL in 2012sunsequently withdrew from
the British league due to issues with a lack of suitable pool time for training. Ladies continue
to be actively involved in City of Bristol water polo and as a result of the increase in pool time
made available through the merger of clubs and the rationalisation of the pool programme at
Hengrove, a development priority is to develop the ladies’ section back to its former strength.
BCSC Men have represented Great Britain in European competition on many occasions,
most recently in Nice in 2012 in the LEN EURO cup.
Under Bristol Central, the club has produced many international water polo athletes over a
sustained period and boasts the 2012 GB Men’s Olympic team captain, Craig Figes as a
lifelong member of the club and an integral part of the City of Bristol coaching and
development team.
The club is now focussing on bridging the gap for the age group athletes, maintaining the
focus on the needs of the athlete. As water polo athletes tend to ‘mature’ later than
swimmers or synchronised swimmers, the aim in water polo is to adjust the criteria slightly,
with the insight and experience of Swim England (National Steering Group, international
coaches, athlete development officers, etc.) to ensure that the club provides the correct
training and environment to progress the athletes towards international competition.
The club currently delivers, from a team of highly experienced (current and ex-international)
coaches, 8 sessions a week within a development network to 70 athletes.
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The focus on the continual development of the Starter, Mini-Polo and Cadet sections whilst
growing the Junior section to bridge the gap to the elite performance senior squads forms
the basis of the business plan for the Beacon programme. Although there is not currently a
performance level junior section, there is great potential to have one in the near future.
The vision of City of Bristol Water Polo is to be recognised as the premier UK academy for
the development of international water polo athletes. We will achieve this by utilising the
best coaches, the best facilities, and the best supporting infrastructure and sports sciences
available.
At the core of this vision is the continuous development of the athletes, of the coaches, of
the officials and of the programme to produce world class Water Polo athletes.

Priority Objectives for City of Bristol Water Polo
Invest resources into youth development to raise the participation and levels of
achievement at the starter, mini, cadet and junior levels
Restore ladies’ senior team back to its position at the top of the sport
Work with Bristol Harlequins to create 2nd team and consider options for future
merger
Work closely to establish formal links with University of the West of England
Bring all water polo in Bristol together under a single banner with common goals and
objectives

2.4.5 Disability Swimming
Being a new discipline, having only been introduced in 2015, the development priority for
disability swimming is focused on strengthening the pathway across the network region and
working with learn to swim teachers to identify potential athletes at an early age.
The coaches within the club have a vast array of swimming expertise and expert knowledge
of working with people with physical and learning disabilities. Every athlete who swims will
have an individualised plan with a progressive structure aimed at developing them as a
swimmer.
COB para squad has a vision of making competitive swimming accessible to any individual
with either a physical or learning disability who wishes to train or compete, offering a truly
inclusive approach for everyone. The swimmers are encouraged to follow Swim England
para swimming athlete pathway and train within the mainstream areas of the club wherever
possible.
When a swimmer is ready to be put forward into Swim England classification system City of
Bristol coaches, along with regional ASA development managers will support this process.
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The classification system has 14 classifications S1 - S10 for physical disabilities, S11 - S13
for visual impairments and S14 for learning disabilities with a proven assessed IQ of under
75. City of Bristol swimmers will be invited to assessment days organised within the
southwest region by Swim England.
Once a swimmer has attained their classification they will be able to compete in regional and
national para-swimming competitions held specifically for swimmers with disabilities in
England. Each of the Swim England regions runs Para-Swimming Championships that
provide an opportunity for swimmers with a physical, visual, learning or hearing impairment.
Regional and national para-swimming competitions will include MC races, although hearing
impaired swimmers (S15) will be awarded separate medals and are not included in the MC
points rankings.
City of Bristol takes a very proactive approach to supporting the Bristol area and learn to
swim programmes. As part of the learn to swim to club developmental pathway Louise
Johnson the para squad coach is a Swim England tutor and with the support of City of Bristol
offers training to existing swim teachers to help support and encourage all learn to swim
programmes. This vital link to leisure providers and swim schools ensures a clear and visible
pathway is available to support and encourage any young person with either a learning or
physical disability is offered access to City of Bristol once they have achieved the required
standards.
City of Bristol club currently has (July 2017) 15 swimmers. The aim is to increase this
number significantly over the next 12 months with a medium term view of running para and
able-bodied training side by side.
Four COB swimmers recently attended the Special Olympics in Swansea a competition
organised through Mencap. The end result included 5 gold medals, 2 silvers, 3 bronze and a
team of happy swimmers.
We have a classification day, an inter-club competition in September in Plymouth and a new
competition hosted in Bristol for the first time in 2017. All COB para swimmers are invited to
swim with a view to achieving their classification.
Priority Objectives for City of Bristol Disability Swimming
Develop the para swimming pathway as described in section 7 of this plan
Develop working relationships with all learn to swim programmes in the network area
to develop the learn to swim to club pathway and promote the opportunities offered by
the para squad.
Publicise the para squad and identify athletes with the potential to move into
competitive swimming.
Enhance sphere of influence through wider engagement in coaching programmes at
regional and national level.
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2.5 Keynsham Amateur Swimming Club
Having swum in the Premier Division of the National Arena Swimming League
for the last thirteen seasons, Keynsham competes at the highest level of all of
the affiliated network clubs. The club’s geographic position places it mid-way
between the performance clubs of Aquae Sulis and City of Bristol and it is
logical for the club to affiliate to both networks given the catchment area shown in Figure 1.1.
Retaining the club’s position in the National Swimming League is its main swimming priority.
Supporting is the continual drive to ensure a continual supply of volunteers to fulfil the
supporting roles such as team managers, officials and poolside helpers. Whilst there are no
firm proposals at this stage from Bath and North East Somerset Council, the preparation of
contingency plans for a possible relocation to a new swimming pool remains a priority for the
club.
The club’s prized role model is World and Commonwealth gold medallist and Olympic silver
medallist, Siobhan-Marie O’Connor who continues to be a member of Keynsham ASC and,
when schedules allow, can still occasionally be seen in a Keynsham hat in the National
Swimming League.
2007

2016

Keynsham to Rio

The development priorities for the club are to:
•

•

•
•
•

Strengthen the partnership with Greenwich Leisure (GLL) so that talented
swimmers in the Leisure Centre operator’s learn to swim program are directed
towards the club
Contribute actively and significantly to the development of the two performance
clubs by maintaining two Keynsham committee members on the committees of City
of Bristol and Team Bath AS
Retain the club’s positions in the premier league of the National Arena Swimming
League (Western) and in the upper levels of the Southern Junior League
Improve resilience through robust succession planning
Develop and implement continuity plans to support the temporary relocation to a
new swimming facility when Bath and North East Somerset Council refurbish
Keynsham Leisure Centre in 2018
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•
•
•

Provide training for two level 2 coaches and four level 1 coaches over each of the
next three years
Maintain an active list of officials to comprise ten trained to level J1, two to level J2,
two to J2S and two as referees
Increase income through sponsorship and fund raising

Priority Objectives for Keynsham Amateur Swimming Club
Retain the club’s positions in the premier league of the National Arena Swimming
League (Western) and the Southern Junior League
Maintain commitment to coach development over the next three years
Enhance the resilience of the club through robust succession planning
Work with Bath and North East Somerset Council to ensure that the refurbishment of
Keynsham Leisure Centre provides the facilities required to support a competitive
swimming club for the local area

2.6 Soundwell Swimming Club
Soundwell Swimming Club was established in 1962 and is based at Kingswood
Leisure Centre, Bristol. The role of the club is to create well-rounded young
athletes, through a stimulating, competitive and challenging environment in
which swimmers are encouraged to blossom and reach their individual potential
whilst being supported every step of the way.
Affiliated to Swim England South West and Gloucester County ASA, the club formally joined
the City of Bristol network in 2015.
Soundwell is a successful swimming club with swimmers ranked nationally in the top ten.
Since its formation over fifty years ago, the club has been represented in a wide range of
competitions from novice through to Olympic trials. In the National Swimming League,
Soundwell swims alongside Keynsham in the Premier Division of the Western League and
has maintained a strong presence there over recent years.
The club is one of the largest in the Bristol area, with over two hundred members from
diverse backgrounds living throughout South Gloucestershire and greater Bristol. A highly
successful performance programme is attributed to the club’s hard work and dedication of
swimmers and coaches, as well as the unwavering support of parents and family members.
The club’s mission is to:
• Progress the sport of swimming
• Provide swimmers with the best possible coaching and teaching
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•
•
•
•
•

Promote the sport and increase participation levels
Encourage positive mental attitudes and provide a productive and enjoyable
environment
Teach life skills to create well-rounded young athletes
Recognise each individual for their role within the club and the club’s success
Create a balanced training and competition calendar for each swimmer to achieve
their true potential

Priority Objectives for Soundwell Swimming Club
Offer an elite pathway for swimmers whose training needs are above and beyond what
Soundwell swimming club can provide
Increase qualified volunteers through network courses
Develop coaching skills through regular coaching courses
Maintain Swim21 Accreditation.
Investigate swim academy finances and sustainability.
Increase participation levels for masters & disability swimmers
Create and develop a South Gloucestershire Network
Source additional pool time

Soundwell Swimming Club, 2017
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